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ABSTRACT: We measure 3H in an ice core from Camp Century.
The temporal distribution of 3H concentration in the ice core
corresponds generally well with the historical record of explosive
yields of atmospheric nuclear weapons tests. Maximum 3H values
observed in 1962−1963 are comparable to those in ice core or
precipitation in many other locations in the Northern Hemisphere.
There is no indication that significant 3H contamination was locally
released into the air during the operation of the Camp Century
reactor. It is, however, somewhat surprising that several prominent
3H peaks are still observed after 1980. We suggest that these are
associated with airborne 3H releases from the civil nuclear industry.
A wavelet analysis during 1970−2017 indicates the primary
frequency of variability in the 3H record is annual 3H peaks.
These annual peaks can be combined with the 3H spikes from global fallout of known nuclear weapons tests to benchmark and
evaluate theoretical ice core dating scales back to the 1950s. A positive correlation is observed between annual 3H average
concentration and variability of Arctic Oscillation (AO). This highlights the value of 3H as a potential tracer for air masses and
airborne pollutants in the Arctic.

KEYWORDS: tritium, Camp Century, ice core, source, tracer application

■ INTRODUCTION

During 1960−1964, a portable nuclear reactor of moderate size,
type PM-2A, operated below the surface of the ice sheet at Camp
Century in Northwest Greenland. The reactor had a thermal
power of 10 MW that was used for electricity (1.5 MW) and
heating. Conventional and radioactive liquid wastes arising from
the operation of the camp were discharged into the Greenland
Ice Sheet. The Danish-American agreement permitted discharge
of liquid radioactive waste into the ice sheet of up to 2 GBq/year
(50 mCi/year), whereas all solid radioactive wastes had to be
removed from Greenland.1

An environmental monitoring program was carried out by
Camp Century staff during the operation of the reactor that
included α/β/γ measurements of background radiation and
measurements of radioactivity in discharged coolant, surface air
and snow, and the subsurface drinking water supply. In 1961 and
1962, α and β radioactivity in the air and snow showed increased
levels due to fallout from atmospheric nuclear weapons testing
by the Soviet Union.2−4 The measurement data was shared with
Danish authorities, who concluded in 1964 that the reactor
operation had not resulted in any significant increase in levels of
radiation or radioactivity at Camp Century or its surroundings.5

Today, some concern exists regarding the potential
remobilization of the liquid radioactive waste at Camp Century,
and its impact on the surrounding environment, in the context of

climate change in the Arctic region.6 Therefore, reevaluation of
radioactivity at the abandoned reactor site is necessary to deliver
policy-relevant information. In this work, we present an
investigation carried out for the distribution of radioactivity
(primarily tritium (3H)) in an ice core recovered about 150 m
from the reactor ventilation stack. Besides using 3H as an
important vector for evaluating the local radioactive contami-
nation, we also explore the broader applicability of 3H as an
atmospheric tracer in the Arctic.

Sources of 3H in the Environment. 3H is a pure β emitter
with a half-life of 12.32 years. Natural 3H is mainly produced at a
rate of ca. 71 PBq/year (0.2 kg/year) by the interaction of
cosmic radiation with nitrogen in the upper atmosphere, with a
steady-state global inventory of ca. 1285 PBq (3.6 kg)7 and
occurs in the form of water molecules (HTO). Natural tritium
background concentration is typically very low, with reported
values of between 1.18 and 2.36 Bq/kg in precipitation at Thule,
Greenland during 1945−1950.7
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Since 1954, a total of ca. 187 425 PBq (525 kg) of 3H, mainly
in the form of HTO, has been injected into the upper
troposphere and the stratosphere via atmospheric detonations
of thermonuclear devices.8 Approximately 4641 PBq (13 kg) of
tritium gas (HT) was also released by military tritium facilities
and leaks from underground testing of nuclear weapons during
1950−2000.7,9 Most atmospheric nuclear weapons tests took
place in the Northern Hemisphere, with three major sites
including Novaya Zemlya in the Russian Arctic, Bikini and
Eniwetok Islands (U.S.) in the Pacific Ocean, and the Nevada
Test Site in the continental U.S. A reported 85 tests took place
on the island of Novaya Zemlya.10

In today’s atmosphere, 3H is mainly released from the nuclear
power industry. These emissions are primarily associated with
nuclear power plants and nuclear fuel reprocessing.9 Compared
to the global fallout from atmospheric nuclear weapons testing,
the ca. 125 PBq (0.35 kg) 3H inventory from civil nuclear
industry has been relatively minor during 1950−2000.8

■ MATERIALS AND METHODS

Ice Core Sampling. The present-day location of Camp
Century’s subsurface infrastructure was estimated prior to
fieldwork by georeferencing a historical site map.11 This

georeferencing used a single tie-point, the location of the
original drill tower, corrected for motion since its last precise
survey in 1986.12 The nuclear reactor vent is assumed to be
located directly above the nuclear power plant trench. The
general ice core location was preselected to be downwind of this
estimated reactor vent position. The final ice core location (B73
at 77.1826°N, 61.1125°W and 1887 m above sea level) was
selected using ice-penetrating radar to find a gap in the
subsurface debris field that was suitable for ice drilling. We
estimate that the ice core was recovered 150 m from the reactor
vent (Figure 1). A remote reference ice core B62 (77.1826°N,
61.1125°W) was contemporaneously recovered 1.5 km away at
an undisturbed upwind site to compare the near-surface ice-
sheet density profiles inside and outside of the Camp Century
debris field.13

The ice cores were recovered using a University of Wisconsin
Eclipse2 ice drilling system during July 2017. This relatively
lightweight (800 kg) tip-drill system operates without drilling
fluid to depths of approximately 300 m.15 The B73 ice core was
sampled from between 180 and 4000 cm depth, although drilling
continued without sampling to a total depth of 73 m. Core
sections were cut into samples of 10.0 cm in length, or 9.9 cm
accounting for saw loss, and weighed for density on an open-air

Figure 1. Location of Camp century (A) and the ice core sampling site (B73) in this study relative to the estimated reactor vent position (B). The
contemporaneous remote undistributed ice core (B62) was not analyzed in this study. As-built site map from Kovacs11 georeferenced in EPSG:3413
coordinate system by Karlsson et al.14 Vectors show prevailing wind (toward 336°) and ice flow (toward 255°) directions.
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core logging table. Given an internal drill diameter of 8.0 cm,
each sample was equivalent to between 145 mL (at 300 kg/m3

firn density) and 440 mL (at 915 kg/m3 pure ice density) of
water. Samples from the top 40 m of the core were sealed into
individual Whirlpak bags within approximately 15 min of
extraction. The samples were allowed to melt in transit back to
Copenhagen.
Determination of 3H. Aliquots of 10 mL from each water

sample were analyzed using low-level scintillation counting
(liquid scintillation counter, LSC: Tri-Carb 3170 TR/SL and
Quantulus, PerkinElmer) by direct measurements. Blank
samples were prepared using tritium dead water. The standards
were prepared with 10 mL of NIST-SRM-4361 Hydrogen-3
standard. The samples, standards, and blanks were transferred to
a 20 mL plastic vial, and 10 mL Ultima Gold LLT scintillation
cocktail (PerkinElmer) was added to each sample. The samples
were measured using LSC for 50 min in three cycles. With the
above-described process, the detection limit for tritium is about
4 Bq/L, which is calculated as 4.65 σb, with σb referring to the
standard counting error of 3H concentrations in blank samples
(n = 6). The uncertainty of 3H concentration is obtained as an
expanded uncertainty that consists of counting statistic errors of

sample, standard, and blank in LSC measurement and the
uncertainty of the certified value of the standard (about 2.5%),
with a coverage factor of k = 1. Standard uncertainties range
from 11% (highest measured activities) to 34% (close to
detection limit). All of the data of 3H concentration presented in
this work were decay-corrected to 28th July 2017 (the end-date
of the ice core sampling).

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Age-Depth Relation. The age-depth relation of the ice core

and its samples was estimated by combining the measured
accumulation-depth profile with a previously described annual
accumulation rate history for the site.16 The measured
accumulation-depth profile, in meters of water equivalent
(mWE), was derived from depth integration of individual
sample densities (Figure 2). As each sample represents 10 cm in
length, the time interval covered by each sample varies from 0.1
± 0.1 year in the surface layers to 0.2 ± 7.6 year in the bottom
layers of the ice core. Uncertainties in the accumulation-depth
profile and accumulation rate history, which are assumed to be
independent, were summed in quadrature. Date uncertainty
increases from 2015.7 ± 0.1 at 180 cm depth to 1968.0 ± 2.5 at

Figure 2. (A) Previously described ice-sheet density profile of core B73 at CampCentury.13 (B) Previously described annual accumulation rate history
at Camp Century.16 (C) Novel age-depth relation for core B73 modeled here. In all subplots, shaded areas denote associated uncertainty.

Figure 3.Distribution of 3H activity concentrations in the Camp Century ice core B73 (A) and its correlation to global atmospheric nuclear weapons
test explosion yields, as well as estimated injection to upper and lower layers of North Polar stratosphere8 (B). 3H concentrations below the limit of
detection (LOD) are presented as LOD (3.94 Bq/L). Tritium units (TU) is used to express the 3H concentration on the right of Y-axis in (A), wherein
1 TU = 0.118 Bq/L.18 All of the data of 3H concentration are decay-corrected to 28th July 2017.
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2870 cm depth and to 1947.4 ± 7.6 at 4000 cm depth. The
accumulation-depth profile was derived from the B73 core
recovered within the subsurface debris field (Figure 1). The
accumulation rate at this site is clearly increased due to enhanced
snow deposition associated with drifting snow during the active
period of Camp Century. Based on historical descriptions and
modern experiences, we estimate this accumulation enhance-
ment to be 50 ± 50% during the 1960−1967 period.11,13 The
propagation of this substantial uncertainty is evident in the
associated dating model uncertainty.
This age-depth relation for B73 suggests that ice deposited

during the nuclear power plant operational period (1960−1964)
is now located between 3100 and 3450 cm depth. Comparison
of the B73 density-depth profile with that of ice core B62,
highlights that densities inside the debris field are significantly
higher than outside the debris field between 3200 and 3500 cm
depth (Figure S1).13 This high-density layer, which is discolored
slightly yellow in appearance and contains visible macroscopic
particulates, likely reflects enhanced local compaction and
pollution during the Camp Century active period. The
recovered ice samples therefore clearly span the entire Camp
Century active period.

3H Depth Profile. The overall analytical results obtained in
this work for 3H are summarized in Table S1. Graphic
illustrations of 3H concentration distribution along the dated
ice core are shown in Figure 3A. Notably high 3H concentrations
(17−32 Bq/L) are observed in the depth range 3230−3320 cm,
which corresponds to the period of 1963.0± 3.7 to 1962.2± 3.9.
Another sharp 3H peak at 1959.4 ± 4.6 (depth of 3480−3490
cm), along with several smaller peaks (3H concentration ≥10
Bq/L) from the late 1960s until 2004, are also marked in Figure
3A. Our record clearly captures a huge increase in 3H
concentration in the 1950s−1960s, followed by a steady
decrease over time since ca. 1963. The overall variability of 3H
concentration along the ice core is fundamentally composed of
(1) source variability, (2) transport variability, and (3)
deposition variability.17

3H Source Terms. To understand the source terms of 3H in
the Camp Century ice core, we plotted the measured 3H
temporal distribution, together with the historical record of
global atmospheric nuclear weapons testing yields in 1945−
1980, as well as the estimated annual injection of nuclear debris
into upper and lower layers of North Polar stratosphere in Figure
3B. Due to differing patterns of air mass movement between the
upper and lower stratospheres, nuclear debris injected above the
upper stratosphere are widely dispersed, contributing to global
fallout, whereas those injected to the lower stratosphere mostly
form regional and local fallout.8 During 1945−1980, a total of
543 atmospheric nuclear weapons tests, corresponding to 440
Mt (trinitrotoluene [TNT] equivalents) explosive yields, were
conducted.8 Themost active years of testing from the standpoint
of the total explosive yields are 1962, 1961, 1958, and 1954,
respectively (Figure 3B).

3H Peaks before 1961. As seen from Figure 3B, prior to 1961,
the two notable peaks (1953.3 ± 6.2 and 1959.4 ± 4.6) for 3H
concentration in the Camp Century ice core correspond well
with the high explosion yield of atmospheric nuclear weapons
test in 1954 (48.3 Mt) and 1958 (56.8 Mt), respectively,
considering the uncertainties in the age model. The 3H peak
signal in 1959.4 ± 4.6 is much more intense than the one in
1953.3 ± 6.2. This could be related to: (1) the total fusion yield
(the primary production path for 3H) for the tests in 1958 (30.3
Mt) is nearly 2 times higher than that in 1954 (17.4 Mt),

resulting in much higher 3H fallout in 1958; (2) the bomb tests
in 1954 were mostly carried out in the Pacific Ocean, while in
1958 tests occurred both in the Pacific and Arctic regions, with
the total annual denotation at Novaya Zemlya of 16.1 Mt.10

Therefore, a much greater injection of nuclear debris into the
North Polar stratosphere is expected in 1958 (7.6Mt) compared
to 1954 (0.01 Mt).8 This indicates that the main transport
pathway for historical global fallout 3H at Camp Century was via
airborne stratospheric injection. Similar observations of elevated
3H levels in 1954 and 1959 have been reported in an ice core
from Spitsbergen and a precipitation record from Ottawa
(Canada).19 Earlier studies in snow samples from Greenland
have also observed a notable 3H peak in 1959,20 which is
consistent with the historical record for other radionuclides,
such as 137Cs in precipitation in Tromsø, Norway.21

3H Peak during 1962−1963. The 3H peak observed in the
Camp Century ice core in 1962−1963 corresponds to the most
intensive atmospheric nuclear weapons tests during 1961−1962,
especially a series of tests conducted in September−November
1961 (totaling 86 Mt) and August−December 1962 (totaling
133 Mt) at Novaya Zemlya.8 The branching peak shape may be
explained by the tests ejecting tritium into the stratosphere, with
subsequent transfer to the troposphere which is seasonally
dependent (e.g., occurring mostly in spring) and potential
interferences (e.g., snow removal, disturbance, etc.) from local
activities at the Camp Century site during 1960−1964.
Similar temporal trends in atmospheric deposition of

radionuclides occur at most Arctic sites,22 with many studies
observing maximum deposition in 1963 at the Greenland ice
sheet,23 Mount Logan (Yukon Territory, Canada),24 Devon
Island (Canada), Svalbard (Norway), and Severnaya Zemlya
(Russia).25 Since theNuclear Test Ban Treaty came into force in
1963, tritium levels in precipitation in the Northern Hemisphere
have been steadily decreasing due to radioactive decay and
dilution within the vast environmental reservoir.25 Our
observations support this notion of a steady decrease in the
atmospheric reservoir since the Nuclear Test Ban Treaty came
into force.

3H peak concentrations in 1963 from Devon Island, Svalbard
and Severnaya Zemlya ice cores have been reported in the range
of 350−800 Bq/L,25 corresponding to 17−38 Bq/L (decay-
corrected to 28th July 2017). Our observed peak values are
consistent with these previous observations. Additional
observations of 3H concentrations in precipitation from
Greenland (Station Nord, Kangilinnguit), Iceland (Reykjavik),
Norway (Isfjord (Svalbard)) and Denmark (Ødum, Askov,
Tystofte) also show peak levels of up to 600−1200 Bq/L in
196326 (Figure S2). This corresponds to present-day levels of
30−60 Bq/L, when corrected for temporal decay between
atmospheric deposition and ice-core sampling. The local 3H
concentrations (up to 30 Bq/L) from the Camp Century ice
core correspond well with the regional concentrations in
precipitation observed in Greenland in the 1960s from the
nuclear weapons fallout. This suggests no additional local
radionuclide contributions resulting from the operation of the
nuclear reactor at Camp Century.

3H Peaks in 1965−1980. Several moderate 3H peaks during
the 1965−1980 period are observed in the Camp Century ice
core. Only some of these peaks appear correlated to the
atmospheric nuclear weapons testing events in this period. On
the one hand, this could be due to the very low explosion yields
of these bomb tests. On the other hand, this could be associated
with the uncertainties (about 2−3 years) in the age model. The
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last high-yield (>4 Mt) detonation was the Chinese test (total
yield of 4.12 MT) over Lop Nor on 17 November 1976,
releasing ca. 2 kg of 3H with most HTO (85%) injected into the
stratosphere below 20 km altitude.27 Several 3H peaks observed
in the late1970s might be attributed to this detonation.

3H Levels after 1980. Although atmospheric nuclear weapons
testing ended in 1980, it is somewhat surprising that several 3H
pronounced peaks are still observed in the Camp Century ice
core during 1980−2017. Based on tritium vertical profiles in
stratospheric water vapor (mainly at 32°N latitude) during
1975−1983, Ehhalt et al.28 obtain a decay time of 7.7± 2.0 years
for HTO in the middle and upper stratosphere. This decay time,
which is solely due to the transport of HTO into the
troposphere, is much longer than the estimated residence
times of HTO in the lower stratosphere (2± 0.2 years).29 Thus,
while it is possible that there may have been remnant 3H in the
stratosphere in the decade immediately following the termi-
nation of nuclear weapons testing, it is unlikely that there was
remnant 3H after ca. 1990.
Since the 1970s, nuclear installations for both civil and

military use have become an additional source of tritium, mostly
in the form of HTO. 3H release from the civil nuclear industry is
likely now the dominant present-day 3H source for the Arctic,30

as the atmospheric legacy of nuclear weapons testing has
vanished since ca. 1990. The civil nuclear industry releases 3H
through both nuclear reprocessing plants and nuclear
reactors.8,31 3H discharges from nuclear reprocessing plants,
however, are primarily in the liquid phase. For example, >90% of
3H releases (141 PBq in total during 1970−1997) from the
European reprocessing plants were discharged as liquid effluents
into the Atlantic Ocean.8,31,32

Airborne 3H can be more readily transported to Northwest
Greenland. In recent decades, the greatest source of airborne 3H
emissions has been heavy water reactors (HWRs).8 Canada is
responsible for the greatest proportion of reported 3H airborne
releases.8,31 These releases are associated with the operation of
several Canadian HWRs located between 40°N and 48°N
latitude.8,31 During the 1991−1997 period, annual airborne 3H
release from Canada (1780−3773 TBq/year) was on average 47
± 6% of the global 3H annual airborne emission (4196−11 000
TBq/year).8,31 HWRs in India were also responsible for a

nontrivial amount of airborne 3H releases (2184−3457 TBq/
year) but only in the period of 1990−1994.8 Other individual
nuclear facilities from North America, Europe, and Asia had less
significant contributions.
Considering the variable residence times and pathways in

atmospheric transport, simple statistical analysis cannot reveal
an alignment between ice-core 3H variability and known 3H
discharges from the civil nuclear industry. Nevertheless, the
persistently high 3H inventories in the past decades in the Camp
Century ice core, despite the 12-year half-life of 3H, clearly
indicate that the ice core is preserving “recent” 3H emissions
signals that do not reflect leftover 3H from pre-1980 atmospheric
weapons testing. We suggest that atmospheric transport is
consistently bringing mid-latitude Canadian 3H emissions to
Camp Century in recent decades. In this context, 3H appears to
be a good tracer to study the movement of North American air
masses and pollutants into the High Arctic.

3H Annual Cycle. From Figure 3A, it is apparent that regular
3H annual peaks occur in the ice-core during 1970−2017. A
wavelet analysis was performed to confirm that the primary
frequency of variability in the tritium record is centered on 1 year
(Figure 4). For this wavelet analysis, the 3H record was
interpolated to a standard 0.1-year time-step over the post-1970
portion of the ice core record. During this one-dimensional
(1D) linear interpolation, the limit of detection (LOD = 3.94
Bq/L) was used for any samples in which values were below the
LOD. This wavelet power spectrum (“wave∧2”) was analyzed
with the continuous wavelet transform function (“contwt.m”) in
MATLAB.33 This power spectrum confirms that annual
frequency is the unambiguous primary mode of temporal 3H
variability in post-1970. An analogous analysis of depth 3H
variability with a 0.1-m depth-step similarly provides an
independent estimate of the annual net accumulation at the
site. The primary frequency in depth variability of 3H is ca. 0.6
m/year, which is equivalent to 0.3 m of water equivalent per year
assuming a bulk core density of 500 kg/m, over the 1970−2016
period (Figure S3).
Clearly, continuous along-core sampling with a lower 3H

detection limit would permit detailed annual layer counting
using 3H concentration. Several previous studies have reported
similar annual 3H patterns. For example, tritium profiles of

Figure 4. Wavelet power spectrum for 3H activity concentrations with time in the Camp Century ice core for the period of 1970−2015. Power
spectrum units shown below are years squared (year2). 3H concentrations below the limit of detection (LOD) are presented as LOD (3.94 Bq/L).
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annual resolution recovered from Carrefour, Greenland, in
196734 as well as Dye-3, Greenland, in 197135 also showed
annual peaks. The depth resolution in this work is significantly
better than these earlier Greenland tritium studies.34 Acknowl-
edging radioactive decay over the decadal time scale, 3H can
clearly serve as a conservative atmospheric isotope tracer, like
18O in, ice core studies.17 18O and other isotope species can be
influenced by post-depositional redistribution bymeltwater.36,37

Camp Century, however, presently resides in the “percolation
zone” of the ice sheet, which experiences limited summer melt
that percolates and refreezes within the annual snow layer. At
CampCentury, there is insufficient meltwater to warm the entire
annual snowpack to the pressure melting point and permit
percolation into underlying annual layers, which is characteristic
of the “wet snow zone”.16 While surface meltwater has been
observed to form deep pipes of preferential flow through
intervening cold snow and firn layers elsewhere in the ice-sheet
accumulation area, this piping requires substantially more
surface meltwater than is available at Camp Century.38

Therefore, while our 3H record may reflect limited post-
depositional meltwater redistribution, it is reasonable to expect
that any meltwater redistribution remains within the annual
layer.
While we cannot confirm the precise seasonality of the annual

3H peak, we speculate that it corresponds to photochemical
reactions associated with polar sunrise in each spring.17 Yasunari
et al.39 measured the maximum tritium concentration in late
spring in an ice core from Mount Wrangell, Alaska, during
1992−2002. Fourre ́ et al.7 also observed that the annual 3H peak
in snow from central Greenland, as well as in Arctic
precipitation, occurs in spring. This follows the similar seasonal
pattern generally observed in mid-latitudes of the Northern
Hemisphere. As 3H is defined as a “stratospheric tracer”, the
annual cycle we observed should somehow be related to
stratospheric processes.39 It has been suggested that 3H fallout in
the Arctic is the result of the dominant spring mixing of
stratospheric and tropospheric air at mid-latitudes, which is
consistent with the deposition of other stratospheric tracers such
as 7Be, 10Be, and 14C.40,41 For example, Meijer et al. compared
the very detailed 14CO2 time series at different atmospheric
monitor stations and observed a profound seasonal cycle
(maximum in July−August) after the 1962−1963 detonation
peaks.41

Atmospheric Transport and Deposition of 3H. The
Arctic Oscillation (AO) refers to an atmospheric circulation
pattern over the mid-to-high latitudes of the Northern
Hemisphere. The relative strength of the north−south sea-
level pressure gradient measured by the AO controls the
latitudinal position of the mid-latitude jet stream. The mid-
latitude jet stream circles the planet, flowing west to east, along
the north−south boundary where the polar and mid-latitude
cells of global atmospheric circulation converge.42 A more
positive AO means lower-than-average air pressure over the
Arctic and higher-than-average pressure over the Atlantic. So,
under AO+ conditions, the jet stream shifts northward toward
the pole. While the polar cell circumscribed by the jet stream
decreases in area under AO+ conditions, the strength of the jet
stream increases and potentially better insulates high-latitude
regions from mid-latitude air masses.43,44

In Figure 5, we explore the relations between variability in 3H
concentration and variability in AO index during 1970−2017.
Statistical evaluation was performed using a Pearson correlation
test (Table S2). Annual 3H average concentration is positively

correlated to annual AO index (r = 0.43, p < 0.01, n = 40). This
positive correlation between annual AO index and annual 3H
average concentration appears to suggest that more 3H-enriched
mid-latitude air masses reach Camp Century in AO+ years. In
this context, however, we must acknowledge substantial dating
uncertainty, which can introduce red-noise (or autocorrelated)
biases when comparing an ice-core-dated record with an
independent observational record.45 To compensate for this
dating uncertainty, we apply a running mean to both the ice core
and AO records and evaluate statistical uncertainty under
correspondingly reduced degrees of freedom. The 3-year
running mean 3H concentration and the 3-year running mean
AO index is also significantly correlated (r = 0.60, p < 0.01, neff =
20). For these 3-year running means, we reduce our effective
sample size (neff) by 1.5/w = 0.5, wherein w (=3) is the number
of points used in the running mean.46

The AO can also influence the variability of atmospheric
tracers in ice core by influencing their deposition through
snowfall. As hydrogen is a constituent of ice, 3H should be
primarily deposited at Camp Century via “wet” deposition,
meaning in snowfall, as opposed to via “dry” deposition,
meaning independent of precipitation (e.g., via 3H association to
larger aerosol particles).17 Therefore, the notion of wet
deposition creates an expectation for the annual 3H inventory
to be correlated to net snow accumulation, as reported in earlier
studies.20,25 Snowfall on the Greenland ice sheet is known to
vary with North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) phase (TheNAO is

Figure 5. Temporal variabilities of (A) annual average Arctic
Oscillation (AO) index, (B) annual average 3H activity concentrations
in the Camp Century ice core, (C) 3-year running mean AO index, and
(D) 3-year running mean 3H concentration in the Camp Century ice
core. Data of AO indexes were obtained fromNational Weather Service
(NOAA).47 All of the data of 3H concentration are decay-corrected to
28th July 2017.
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closely related to the AO.48,49). While snowfall across the
majority of the Greenland ice sheet exhibits a negative
correlation with NAO, Northwest Greenland exhibits a positive
correlation with the NAO.49,50 We, however, find no significant
correlation between annual 3H inventory and either annual
snowfall accumulation or NAO index (Figure S4). This lack of
correlation may be explained by noise in ice-core record
associated with dating uncertainties and/or compensating NAO
feedbacks.
The compensating influences of AO on the atmospheric

transport and snowfall deposition make it difficult for us to
speculate the physical processes underlying the positive
correlation between AO and 3H concentration that we observed.
For example, under AO+ conditions, there is generally less
atmospheric transport from Canada to Northwest Greenland,
but there is also generally more snowfall deposition in
Northwest Greenland. Vice versa under AO- conditions.
Additionally, the local deposition of 3H may also be influenced
by seasonal effects, such as photochemical reactions in the
spring17 or seasonality of snowfall,43 that vary over the
reconstruction period. These diverse and sometimes competing
effects of deposition variability make it challenging to
conclusively discern the AO’s role in deposition variability. At
present, our data simply suggest that 3H concentration at Camp
Century is significantly correlated with AO phase.

■ PERSPECTIVES
In the context of ice core interpretation, our results suggest that
high-resolution 3H profiles are useful as a conservative
atmospheric tracer species, similar to 18O, for annual layer
counting and independent evaluation of age-depth models and
accumulation rates. In addition to resolving annual layers, the 3H
record also resolves individual events. Several years that are
known to have high 3H emissions associated with historical
thermonuclear detonations are clearly reflected in the ice-core-
derived 3H record. Based on the presence of abundant recent 3H
at Camp Century, 3H appears to be a potential tracer for the
movement of air masses and pollutants into the High Arctic.
While it is difficult to conclusively discern the influence of the
Arctic Oscillation on atmospheric transport and/or snowfall
deposition variability in the 3H record at Camp Century, the
positive correlation between 3H annual average concentration
and annual AO index suggests a promising archive for
understanding variability in atmospheric transport and/or
snowfall deposition. Finally, with current technology, it is
conceivable to both increase the temporal resolution of ice-core
samples and decrease the analytical 3H sensitivity limit to
produce an ice-core-derived 3H record with monthly resolution.
This would not only help address some present ambiguity in
subannual atmospheric transport and snowfall deposition
mechanisms but also provide valuable insight into the life
cycle of 3H in the high-latitude cryosphere.
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